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[1] The deep equatorialtrack of the world ocean is subject 
to intense zonal flow fields (hat still remain to be bctter 
understood. [nertial instability has been invoked to explain 
some of its fealures. Hcrc we present possible in situ 
imprints of such a mechanism in the equatorial Atlantic 
Ocean below the thermocline. We analyse the observed 
pattern of homogeneous density layers of 50- 100 m 
vertical scale, which are characterized by a large 
meridional coherency up to 20 of latitude, a concentration 
in the vicinity of the equator and foremost a vertical 
localization within regions of 'vvell-mixed angular 
1110mentul11 (westward jets). These distinctive properties 
suggest inertial instability to be a plausible mechanism for 
this extended layering. NUl1lerical simulations forced by a 
time-oscil!ating shear reproduce the observed density 
layering characteristics. The prescription of deep jets in 
the background flow controls the vertical localization of 
the layering inside westward jets. iNDEX TD~MS: 4231 
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1. Introduction 

[2] This stndy presents new observations of meridionally 
extended density layering within the deep equatorial 
Atlantic Ocean, at 50-100 m vertical scale. Similar density 
layerings have also been observed as temperature/salt intru
sions in the equatorial Pacific surface layers [Richards and 
Banks, 2002], and as vertically h0l110geneolls density layers 
in the equatorial lndian Ocean [Dengler and QuaerfCisel, 
2002]. 

[3] In al! equatorial oceans, the deep background flow 
corresponds to a vertically- and meridionally-c01l1plex zonal 
circulation, with alternate-signed jets of 400-800 m vertical 
scale [e.g., Baurlès et al., 2003, and references therein]. 
A distinguishing mark of such zonal circulation is the 
meridional hOll1ogenization of angular momentum within 
weslward jets, as observed by Baur/ès et al. [2003] and 
already noted for the deep equatorial Pacific by Hua et al. 
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[1997], who invoke inertial instability as the underlying 
homogen izalion l11echanisl11. 

[4] A ftrst purpose ofthis paper is to demonstrate that the 
deep Atlantic layering is vertically localized within regions 
of l11eridionally hOl11ogeneolls anglilar 1110l11entul11, pointing 
out inertial instability as a plausible formation l11echanisl1l. 

[5] ln previous stlldies of inertial instability in the 
deep equatorial ocean, the shear source necessary for the 
existence of the instability rel11ains to be identifted unal11-
biguollsly [[-[lia el al., 1997]. A steady classical shear flow 
[Dunkertall, 198/] cannot be invoked for the deep equato
rial ocean since observed shears are often sl11all and l11ay 
not persist long enollgh to drive the instabilily [Send et 
al., 2002]. However, d'Olgevi//e and Hua [2004] show that 
a time-osciIlating shear is able to trigger inertial instability, 
for smaller amplitude forcing than the classical steady 
case. They illvoke the high-frequency variability which 
is ubiquitous in deep mooring arrays observation (e.g., 
L. Bunge et al., Variability of the horizontal velo city 
structure in the upper 1600 m of the water column on 
the equator at 100W, submitted to Jal/mal of Physical 
Oceanography, 2004, hereinafter referred to as Bunge et 
aL, submitted manuscript, 2004) as a possible source of 
time-oscillating shears. 

[6] A second purpose of this work, is to simulate numer
ically the 50-100 m density layering and to reproduce their 
vertical spatial localization within regions of meridionally 
homogeneous angular momentum. A new feature of the 
modelling is the inclusion of a time-oscillating shear of 
realistic amplitude to drive ineliial instability. 

2. Extended Deep Equatorial Layering 

[7] A scrutiny of Atlantic equatorial density profiles 
reveals the existence of stair-like structures, with thin 
homogeneous clensity layers (Figure la) of typical so-
100 meters height. This phenomenon is best detected by 
sharp density jumps separating two layers. The jumps 
correspond to maxima in stratification strength, more pre
cisely to maxima in squared Brunt-Viiisiiiii frequency N2 

(Figure 1 b), and are clearly distinguishable from the mean 
background stratiftcation (dashedline). A latitudinal section 
of stratification anomaly (N2 (N2 ))/(N2

) (e.g., at 23°W; 
Figure 2) (where 0 corresponds to the latituclinal average of 
aIl profiles of the meridional section) highlights the impor
tance of layering, concentrated within lOto 20 of latitude 
around the eqllator and over the who le water colun111 below 
the thermocline. We have checked both the ubiquity and 
similarily of the spatial characteristics of this layering in ail 
available fine-scale meridional transects in the equatorial 
Atlantic Ocean (WOCE data set and EQUALANT cam
paigns). Dengler and Quadfètsel [2002] observed similar 
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a b 

Figure l. Vertical proJJlcs of l'ive adjacent stations 
bctwecn 0.6°S and 0.6°N at 100,W (EQUALANT 2(00). 
(a)potential density (kg.Il1-- J

). (b) N2 (1 05S-2). Dashed 
Iines in (a) and (b) correspond to ll1eridionalll1eans, (p) and 
(N2

), of ail profïles of the 100W section (6°S-3°N). 

concentrations of stair-like structures in the central cquato
rial Indian Ocean, using individual CTD profIles. 

[8] ln the Atlantic case, Figure 1 a shows that the signal 
can be 1l10reover weil correlated between ll1eridionally 
adjacent CTD stations, advocating an extent up to 2° in 
latitude. Figure 1 a reveals that a given step corresponds to a 
unique density interval. In the following, we will focus 
speciJJcally on large scale layers. They are defIned by a 
stratiJJcation anomaly greater than 1.5 and by an extension 
in isopycnal coordinates Im'ger than 1/3° (two adjacent 
stations) at the equator. 

[9] As for the layers' zonal extent, the only zonal transcct 
available along the equator (R/V Seward Johnson, SUl11mer 
1997, courtesy Garzoli and Schmidt), indicates values up to 
go in isopycnal coordinates and thus reveals a s'trong 
anisotropy: we shall suppose throughout this paper that 
zonal variations are small compared to meridional ones. 

3. Possible Mechanisms 

[10] At high latitudes, occurrence of fine- or meso-scale 
density layering is often explained by double-diffusion 
[Schmitt, 1994]: this is corroborated by adequate distribu
tions of the so-called Turner angle, a function of the salt and 
temperalure gradients that allows the identification oflinearly 
unstable zones. Typical Atlantic Turner angle profIles within 
3° of the equator (Figure 3a) displays values such that the 
flow is either stable (between -45° and 45°) or marginally 
unstable (close to -45° or 45°) to double diffusive instability, 
especially belween 600 and 2000 m. This suggests that this 
mechanism is not responsible for the large-scale Atlantic 
deep layering. Let us furthermore mention that double 
diffusion is not able to generate extended layers in upper
layer Pacifïc interleaving, as shown fairly convincingly by 
Edwards and Richards [2004]. 

[II] The deformation of isopycnal surfaces by internai 
waves strain has been invoked by Deng/er and Quac(fètsel 
[2002] to explain the vertically homogeneous density layers 
which they observed in individual CTD prolïles in the 
equatorial lndian Ocean. In the Atlantic case however, the 
large spatial scales of density layers (2° latitude, 100 111 

height) require a generation mechanism necessarily influ
enced by Earth rotation, which is not the case for internai 
waves. Furthermore, d'Orgeville and Hua [2004] have 
shown that internai wave signais, trapped within the deep 
equatorial track, only reach weak amplitudes and small 
meridional extents in the il' numerical simulations. We have 
thus opted not to pursue further studies of such processes. 
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Figure 2. StratiJJcation anoll1aly (N2 
- (/\P) )!(N2

) at 
23°W (EQUALANT 1999). LeH axis: potential c1ensity 
(kg.111-3

). Right axis: equivalent c1epth (m). 

[12] A plausible mcchanisl11 that produces density layer
ing is inertial instability, already invoked for the Pacifïc 
equatorial surface interleaving [Richards al/d Bal/ks, 2002]. 
A flow is linearly inertially unstable as soon as:.fQ < 0 
[Hoskil/s, 1974] wherefïs the Coriolis parameter and Q is 
potential vorticity. This instability is 1110st easily triggerecl in 
the il11mediate vicinity of the equator since l changes sign 
there. For equatorial phenomena whose zonal length scale 
is much larger than the meridional one, potential vorticity 
Q can be written in terms of angular momentum !\II as 
Q ex a,.MIf> (where y is the latitudinal distance from the 
equator and p is the density). We recall that for an equatorial 
~-plane, the angular mOI11entUI11 is delïnecl as J'vI = U - ~~l 
(where U is the local zonal velocity and f3 is the latitllCÏinal 
variation of the Coriolis parameter .f). For an unstable 
case, the fQ < 0 condition simply means that the maximum 
of angular momentUI11 is displacecl [rom the geographical 
equator. In observations, the diagnostic of a,.Ml r in isopyc
nal coordinates (Figure 3b) shows that the meridional 
maximum of angular momenh1111 (a)'MI" = 0 solid Jine) lies 
alternatively south or north of the equator, so that the whole 
water column is inertially unstable. 
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Figure 3. (a) Turner angle vertical profIles of stations 
between 3°S and 3°N at 23°W, with the thick solid line 
representing the mean. Within the ±45° vertical dashecl 
lines, the now is stable to double diffusion. (b) Section of 
a,.MlfI ex Q at 23°W between lOS and 1 ON. Left axis: 
potential density (kg.m-3

). Right axis: equivalent clepth 
(m). Color bar in 10-6S-I. Solid line: OS-I. Dashed lines: 
±10-6S-1 (planetary vorticity at Ji = ±OAO). (EQUALANT 
1999). 
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Figure 4. (a) Section at 1 OOW between IDS and ION of the 
curvature o,."Mlp' Lefl axis: potential density (kg.m ~3). Right 
axis: equivàient depth (m). Colorbar in ~ = 2.3.1 0- 11 m-Is-I. 
Solidline: density jumps detected as explained in section 2. 
(EQUALANT 2000) (b) Same as (a) for our numerical 
simulation artel' non-Iinear saturation of the instability. Same 
filters as for observations (Appendix A) have been used. 

[\3] Nevertheless, this linear instability condition, already 
used in the western equatorial basin [Send et al., 2002], 
cannot by itself justify the layering process. Further 
quantitative assessments identifying imprints of inertial 
instability are presented in the following sectiori. 

4. Support of Inertial Instability 
4.1. Observations 

[14] The inertial instability mechanism is a slanted con
vection pro cess which is triggered to wipe out a maximum 
of anoular momentum that is displaced From the equator. 

b . 

[15] If we suppose that fluid parcels conserve thelr 
angular momentum Iv! and density p, the nonlinear evolution 
of an inertially unstable zone leads to a meridional homog
enization of NI along isopycnal surfaces. Because of the i 
dependence of the planetary contribution (M = U !~y2), 
due to Earth rotation, an assessment of both a,.MIr> and 
curvature o""MIr> is needed in order to detect meridional 
homogenizàtion of M. (Note that o,.Mlp is related to poten
tial vorticty (section 3) and that a,:,Ml p is related to the 
etTective ~-etTect (section 4.2).) Latitudinal sections across 
the equator show that indeed a"MIr> c::o 0 for certain depth 
ranges (at 23°W, Figure 3b: grey values comprised bet"veen 
dashed lines), coinciding with westward jets. (The meridi
onal structure of an equatorially centered jet is U = Un + 
*Ql + o(v\ with b > 0 (resp. < 0) for a westward (resp. 
eastward) jet. For a west ward jet 10yMI c::o 1(6 - ~})il < I~YI 
and o,,/vI c::o 6 - ~ > -~.) Curvature plots in isopycnal 
coordillate (at 100W; Figure 4a) highlight the same verti
cally localized zones where curvature is less than f3 in 
magnitude (yellow) and tends to 0 (red), meaning that the 
angular momentum M seems to be meridionally well-mixed 
on isopycnal surfaces there. But the outstanding result of 
Figure 4a is that density layering (black contours) 1110stly 
occurs within vertically-localized regions of homogeneous 
angular momentum (yellow and red) corresponding to 
westward jets. 

116] ln the four EQUALANT transects of the western and 
central Atlantic basin I/Jo/lrlès el (fI., 2003; GO/lrio/l cl al., 
200 Il, 23 laycrs havc becn delected between 600 and 2000 
m d~plh: 90<% are located where -fJ < o,:"Mlp < O. This 
spatial correlation between layers and welf-mixed angular 
momentum is flll'ther supported by the l'act that the largest 
spatial coherency of layers coincides with the strongest 
homogenization in angular momentum as weIl as the 
strongest stratification anomalies: alf the detected layers, 
that have an extension greater than 1 ° of latitude (4 stations), 
are located in parts of the llow where -0.6f3 < a,:"Mlp < 0 
and have a stratification anomaly that can be greater 
them 2.5. 

117] Inertial instability is known to trigger meridional/ 
vertical convective cells that meridionaliy redistribute 
angular momentum over large distances. Inside su ch 
extended cells, mixing of density leacls to extendecllayering. 
Therefore the above spatial and strength correlations in in 
situ measurements confirm that inertial instability appears 
as the most plausible mechanism responsible for the 
extended equatorial density layering. 

4.2. Numerical Simulations 

[18] The equatorial zonal circulation presents large verti
cal scale westward/eastward equatorial cleep jets (wave 
length of 500~800 m) within which the 50-100 111 scale 
layering is embedded. The purpose of this section is to 
simulate numerically the smaller 50-100 111 features in a 
two-dimensional mode!, while prescribing the deep jets 
background. 

[19] We have performed very high resolution simulations 
with the model of Hua et a/. [1997] (see Appendix B). A 
lÎme-oscillating barotropic shear ,,/(1), which is an idealiza
tion oftbe existing oceanic cleep variability, forces the model 
and is able to induce inertial instability [cl 'Olgevi//e and 
Hua, 2004]. The prescription of the 800 111 vertical sc ale jets 
background modulates furtber the strength of the instability. 
Indeed, west ward jets (U",. < 0) are l11uch more propitious to 
inertial instability thaIl- eastward ones. Stevens [1983] 
explains this difference by a key parameter r3" = VIl(Il- u,,) 
such that small values ofr3" favours strong growth and large 
mericlional extent of inertial instability. 

[20] Numerical simulations reveal a large mericlional 
coherency of density layering (Figure 5) with 70 111 vertical 
scale. Such layering, obtained after a nonlinear saturation 
of the instability, displays the same localization as the 
observecl one: Figure 4b, which presents in color the 
curvature a""Mlf' of the total angular 1110111entul11, clisplays 
extencled layered structures (black contours) arouncl the 
equator and locatecl within zones of well-l11ixed angular 
momentuIll (westward jets, yellow and red). Moreover, the 
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Figure 5. SaIlle as Figure 1 but for our nUl11erical 
simulation al' ter nonlinear saturation of inertial instability. 
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latiludinal extent of layers inerenses when the background 
curvnture i),:,.olll -) (1 

5. Summary and Discussion 

[21] 'VVe have presentecl possible in situ imprints of deep 
equatorial inerlial inslability al small vertieal seales (50-
100 Ill). Such processes are revealed by extenclecl density 
layering which is spatially localizecl within regions of 
meridionally homogeneous angular momentum. Neither 
double diffusion nor internai waves strain are c1ynamically 
relatecl to angular momentum unlike inertial instnbility. The 
latter th us appenrs as the most plausible explanntion of our 
layering observations. 

[12] Our interpretation is supported by numerieal simu
lations of inertial instability which reproduce the main 
characteristics of the observations: extencled layering, 
vertically localized within larger scale westward jets 
(regions of well-mixed angular momentum). A novel 
feature of the modelling is the inclusion of a barotropic 
time-oscillating shear to drive inertial instability which is 
vertically l1lodulated by the prescription of steady baroclinic 
jets. Such iclealized forcing is compatible with the long
lived character of the deep jets, that have a typical 500-
800 m vertical scale in the Atlantic, comparecl to the high
frequency variability omnipresent throughout the whole 
water column (e.g., Bunge et al., submitted manuscript, 
2004, and referenccs therein). 

[23] The time-oscillating nature of the forcing makes it 
possible to generate layering on both sides of the equator as 
in the observations, whereas applying a steady shear would 
lead to layers in a single hemisphere, which moreover have 
a narrower meridional extent. The vertical localization of 
the layering is identical for both types of forcing in the case 
where the baroclinic deep jets are prescribed. 

[24] To explain the Pacific thermocline interleaving, 
Richards and Edwards [2003] invoke inertial instability in 
the upper layers due to the shear associated "vith the 
periodic displacement of the equatorial undercurrent 
(EUC). They model such mechanism by a steady latitudinal 
displaccment of more than 10 of the EUC, thereby liberating 
the now at the equator l'rom the stabilizing effect of the 
strong eastward EUC curvature. At great depth, observed 
nows are substantially less energetic than in the thermocline 
and for realistic values of equatorial shear we suspect the 
curvature to play an important role for inertial instability. 

[25] Besides mixing angular l1l0mentum, inertial instabil
ity also eHiciently mixes ail tracers. Oxygen and other 
tracers are meridionally wel!-mixed within westward jets 
(B. Bourlès and G. Charria, personal cOl1lmunication) for 
lntermediate Water masses. We have fOlll1d stair-like struc
tures in oxygen with the same localization and meridional/ 
vertical scale as density. Inertial instability cou Id thus be 
a candidate for the observed need for elevated mixing 
levels below the thermocline in equatorial meas, since the 
laye ring phenomenon is ubiquitOllS in al! available eqllato
rial transects throughollt the sllbthermocline eqllatorial 
watcr colu11ln. 

Appendix A: Data 

[21i] EQUALANT data used in this study are described 
by GOllriou ef al. [2001] and Hour/ès ef al. [2003]. 

Al. Turner Anglc 
[27] Potential temperature 0 and salinity S profiles are 

smoothecl with a JO m I-Ianning filter on a 1 m vertical 
gricl. Turner angle profiles are lhen computed as 7~, = 

arclan( (~oDJ) - (3'~'DoS, (~oD}) + r:lSDoS) , where ü
O nnd (J'" nre 

local thermal expansion and saline contraction coelTicienls. 

A2. Stratification Anomaly 

[2X] The Brunt-Viiisiiiii frequency N is computecl on a 5 m 
vertical gricl for each station ancl N2-profiles are then 
smoolhed vertically with a 100 m Hanning filter. For each 
section the mean profile (N2

) is estimatecl by mericlional 
averaging at each c1epth, in order to obtain the stratification 
anomnly profile (N2 

- (N2 ))/(N2
) at each slation. Those 

profiles are then interpolnted on an isopycnal grid (Figures 2 
and 4a). 

A3. Shcar and Curvaturc 

[29] Zonal velocity is interpolated on the same isopycnal 
gricl. For each section, an n-degree polynom (where 2n is 
the number of stations) is computed to fit U in a least
squares sense at each density level and is used to calculate 
DI'Ml p and D,:,Ml p (Figures 3b nnd 4n, respectively). 

Appendix B: Numcrical Simulations 

[30] Numerical simulations of section 4.2 use the zonnl!y 
symmetric model of Hua et al. [1997]. Equntions of motion 
nre those of zonal velocity perturbation u, zonal vorticity ~ = 
\72~J and total density p = [5 + p': 

lI, + J('t!!, li) + (~y - "1(1) - O,}t!Jo + Oo't!)\, = VlIo= + ",{l,:,. 
f" + Jet!), ç) - ~yllz = gp;Jro + vç== + r;,çx\' 

P, + Jet!), p) = vP~o + r;p;:\, 

where J is the Jncobian operator J(A, B) = A,Bz - AoB". 
The above equatiol1s are integrated WiÜl vertical 
periodic conditions and a sm ail initinl random noise. 
Diffusion/dissipntion coefficients are 1J = 10-6 m2s-1 and 
1" = 100 111

2S-I. 
[31] The barotropic time-oscillating shear is "lU) = "10 

cos(wot) with "10 = 1A.10-6s- 1 and Wo = 4.6.1O-7s- l
. The 

baroclinic stendy shear corresponding to the deep jets is 
- 4? ? 
U(y, z) = (ay + by + c)exp( -0.5Û'/Àt) cos(2TIz/ H) where 
H= 800 m, a = I.l.lO-22 m-3s- l , b = -3.8.10- 12 m-Is- I , 

c = -0.25 ms- I and À = 104.104 
l11. This baroclinic shear 

flow is in thermal wind balance with [5Û', z). The mean 
Brunt-Viiisiiiii frequency is (N) = 3.1 0-3S-I. 

[32] Aclmowlcdgmcnt. The authors 1V0uidlikc to thank Drs. F. Marin 
and M. Arhan 101' valuable cOl11l11ents on this worle 
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